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The Superintendent WILLIAM J. LEAKY

The Applause Is for 
the Booing

A s a superintendent, I'm con 
cerned about the future of the 
teaching profession in the pub 

lic schools. Until the flurry of national 
reports criticizing public education, I 
thought we had been doing a pretty 
good job.

Oh, I was familiar with many of the 
problems. After all, I had participated 
in the desegregation of a major urban 
school district. I had also experienced 
the difficulty of closing a school in an 
affluent suburb. Now I work with 
teachers and parents to recognize and 
act upon the student dropout prob 

lem. I am aware of the problems of 
social class structure and racism in our 
society. And 1 listen to evidence about 
lack of basic skills and declining SAT 
scores and to different views about 
bilingualism.

I believed then, and still do believe, 
that this profession of public educa 
tion that I chose actively pursues the 
positive resolution of these problems. 
For example, collaborative efforts of 
educators, parents, and citizens to im 
prove schools, such as the Boston 
Compact and the Broward Company 
in Florida, are flourishing.

Reading the national reports and 
keeping up with the critics who ap 

plauded them reminded me of an old 
story.

Backstage, at the end of the performance 
of a new play, an actor turned to the 
playwright and said, "Listen to all that 
booing from the audience This play is 
terrible."

The optimistic playwright responded, 
"Oh, but I hear some applause."

"Don't fool yourself,' said the actor. 
"That's for the booing!"

Of course, justifiable criticism must 
always be heard, whether of plays or 
of schools. But criticism of the educa 
tion profession, particularly of public 
education, by national political and 
business figures, has been gratuitous 
and condemnatory. And this booing in
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education has reached the ears of too 
many young potential teachers who 
hear how "terrible" teaching is.

Professor Terry Deal of Vanderbilt 
University describes how in his jour 
neys he meets people who work for 
IBM. When he asks what it would take 
to get them to leave IBM, they look at 
him in amazement. Leave IBM? No 
way. But try asking that question of 
public school teachers.

We in public education must create 
a more positive atmosphere in order 
to make the downbeat upbeat ... to 
restore the sublime excitement of 
teaching kids and improving society. .. 
to hear the applause rather than the 
booing.

William J. Leary is Superintendent, 
Broward County Public Schools, 1320 S.W. 
Fourth St., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312.

The Manual of Textbook Adoption
• An effective reference guide for the Textbook Adoption process.

Handy loose-leaf format with ready-to-use and reaay-to-clupticate pages tor district use

3 ways to take the guesswoik out of text selection
1. A step-by~step approach to tbe text adoption process including 

. HOW 10 establish an adoption sctwduie inat
• spreads out the budgetary impact anc costs oi tentbook replacement
• coordinates witn publishers schedules 
HOW to estattisn a committee structure which
• builds ownership and commitment
• involves teachers principals and parents 
Suggested activities and timeimes 
Sample memos and meeting agendas 
Proven procedures tor working with 
publishers including
• sample letters tot inquiry bid solicitations and foiiow-up

2. The Committee Members' Handbook including
The process of text selection 
Reswmsioiliites ot committee members 
Developing program goals 
Establishing custom-made selection criteria

3. Updates of Research and Publishers' Schedules

COMMENTS FROM PARTICIPANTS 
IN THE TEXTBOOK ADOPTION PROCESS

This setection process makes efficient use ot staff time anc results m 
quality recommendations -OB. President Boara oi Directors

i am proud to have been involved m this new and sophislicatea approach 
to text selection —Si. Principal

By having identified exactly what we were looking for we worked efficiently 
and wisely in selecting the best avatlaote materials tor our students - A R ~
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The fifth annual Summer Institute on Teaching will be held on the New York Gty campus of Teachers 
College, Columbia University. The Institute brings together classroom teachers, supervisors, administrators, 
and teacher educators to consider issues shaping the life and work of teachers today. Speakers will include:

Thomas Sergiovanni
Madeline Grumet

Maxine Greene
Joel Spring

Frances Bolin

This is a Continuing Professional Education opportunity for in-depth examination of contemporary issues;
discussion and interaction with participants from across the nation; involvement in workshops on

teacher leadership, models of instruction, teacher as researcher, and curriculum development.

For detailed information, please contact:
Dr. Frances S. Bolin, Box 36 

Teachers College, Columbia University
Neu>York,NewYorkl0027 

(212)678-3770
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